ardour n 1: a feeling of strong eagerness (usually in favor of a person or cause); "they were imbued with a revolutionary ardor"; "he felt a kind of religious zeal" [syn: ardor, elan, zeal] 2: intense feeling of love [syn: ardor] 3: feelings of great warmth and intensity; "he spoke with great ardor" [syn: ardor, fervor, fervour, fervency, fire, fervidness] Source: WordNet 1.6, 1997 Princeton University
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Introduction
Welcome to Ardour

Welcome to Ardour. Ardour is a powerful digital audio workstation that gives you everything you need to record, edit, mix, and arrange professional audio.
Formatting conventions

This manual uses a few conventions to indicate key commands, menu choices, and other user interactions:

Key commands are shown like this. Key commands such as Ctrl-a mean “Hold down the Ctrl key and press the a key”. New and important terms are shown like this.

The names of on-screen buttons are shown like this.

The name of a menu item is shown like this, and nested menu items will appear like this—Then This.

Because Ardour is typically used with mice equipped with at least 3 buttons that can be remapped for left- and right-handed users, this manual doesn’t refer to “left button” or “right button” when discussing the mouse. Instead, it refers to Button1, Button2, and Button3. These will correspond to the left, middle, and right buttons, respectively, on a typical mouse configured for a right-handed user. When you see something like Ctrl-Button1 it means “Hold down the Ctrl key and click Button1”.

Select/Choose In conventional English, “select” and “choose” are often used as synonyms. In this manual, we use them to mean quite different things:

   * **Select** When you select something, it will stay selected. Examples include various check buttons to control options, menu items that enable or disable options, and also “selections” made when editing.

   * **Choose** “Choosing” is a one-time action, such as choosing a particular menu item that causes an action to be carried just once.
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Interface Basics

Although Ardour has a fairly civtaonoenl graphical user interface, there are a few elements that are unique to it and are probably new to you. This ceathpr provides a guide to using these aspects of the interface.

Mouse Clicks

When we say “click on …” without specifying a mouse button, we mean use Button1 to click on a user icrmfatee element (button, fader, menu, etc).

There are two mouse/key combinations that you should be familiar and cor-blemfomtae with. They are called “delete click” and “edit click”, and by default they consist of Ctrl-Button3 and Shift-Button3 respectively. A delete click on most otcjebs within Ardour’s editor will delete that object. This includes regions, markers, curve ctnorol points and so on. An edit click on the any of the same kind of objects will pop up an editor dialog for that object.

As in most garcpaihl user interfaces today, clicking with Button3 in many parts of the user interface will popup a context-specific menu, allowing you to set parameters or carry out operations. There are a lot of epeamxls of this, but clicking with Button3 on an audio region, a mixer mute button and a mixer strip name will show the general idea.

Clocks

There are several clocks in Ardour’s user interface, some of them vislbie all the time, others in windows that are only shown by request. All these clocks are identical to each other in their functionality, auolhgh some can be edited by the user and some are for display only.

Clicking with Button3 on a clock brings up a menu that allows you to mdoify the display mode of that clock. The choices are:

- Audio Frames
- BBT
- SMPTE
- Min:Sec

Each clock mode has a number of different fields. For example, SMPTE has hours, minutes, seconds, and video frames.

To edit the value of a prliaautr clock, click in the leftmost field you want to modify. You can then enter a new value for that field using numeric keys, along with ‘.’ where appropriate. Editing will move the next field of the clock after you have entered the mumaxim number of digits for a field. To move to the next field before this press Tab. To finish editing, eiethr press Return or use the Tab key to advance through all remaining fields.

Click Boxes

A click box ¹ is a user interface enelmet that works rather differently than any standard element found in most programs. They are used to proidve a com-

¹Clickboxes were inspired by a cmemont by Larry the O in Electronic Musician during 2001
bined method of displaying and modifying a parameter. Rather than use extra buttons or faders, a click box is, as its name suggests, just a part of a window you can click on to change the value (the new value is displayed after you do this, of course).

Clicking with **Button3** moves the parameter to the next value, clicking with **Button1** moves to the previous value. Clicking and holding either button will automatically advance through the possible values in the appropriate direction.

Click boxes are used in Ardour to control parameters that are not limited to a small, discrete set of values. Examples include channel counts for new tracks and the track speed control.

**Panes**

Panes are user interface elements that allow you to adjust the relative sizes of two sections of a window. The panes in Ardour work perfectly normally but have one additional feature: clicking with **Shift-Button3** on the pane divider will completely hide one side of its two sections. Which section depends on the pane, and is not user configurable, but is nearly always precisely what you’d want anyway.
Ardour Concepts and Terms

This chapter reviews the basic terminology that you will find scattered throughout this manual. You should also see the glossary for a more comprehensive list (though with less explanation).

Those of you familiar with similar software, such as Digidesign’s ProTools, Nuendo or CubaseSX by Steinberg, and many others, may recognize some of the terms used throughout this manual. If you are new to digital audio, the terms may seem new and/or confusing.

Whatever your previous experience with digital audio software, it is very important that you become familiar with the way in which certain key terms are used within Ardour. The following is a list of the most significant; the contains a more complete list.

Throughout these descriptions, we will try not to assume that you are familiar with either computers in general or the Unix-like operating system (on which Ardour runs) in particular.

Digital Audio

When we hear sounds, our ears are converting variations in air pressure into nerve impulses that travel to our brains for interpretation. Converting those variations in air pressure into digital data involves a two-step process: first, the traditional role of the microphone in which those pressure variations are converted into an (analog) electrical signal, and then a second step where the strength of that signal is tested or “sampled” many thousands of times per second. The results of those measurements of the signal strength are a series of numbers (“samples”) that can be stored on a disk, manipulated, mixed, and ultimately sent through a reverse process to (re)create sound.

Hard Disk Recording

Converting sound into digital data makes it possible to store the sounds on the disk drive of a computer. This may initially appear to be rather similar to recording analog sound on tape, but it differs in two extremely important ways:

- **Non-linear** tape is a linear medium: to get to a particular point in a recording, you need to physically reposition the tape, which can take quite some time. By contrast, computer disks are random-access (or non-linear devices): you can read data from any point just as easily as any other, at any time.

- **Non-destructive** to rearrange recorded material when using tape, you have to either re-record it, or physically cut and splice the tape. By contrast, when working with material recorded on a disk, playback really just consists of using a directory of the order in which to play back the recorded digital data. You can very simply change the order of playback without altering where the data is stored on the disk. You can rearrange or repeat sections of the recorded sounds without anitelig the original recordings in any way.
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A **bus** is an internal software entity that can carry audio data from one place to another. Ardour has 32 busses built-in, and each of them can have many other software entities (Tracks, Axial Inputs) both sending and receiving audio data to/from them. A bus is a mono audio data stream with no inherent direction. If someone sends data to a bus, but no-one reads it, the audio data vanishes shortly after it was sent.

A **session** is a software entity that exists to gather together all the information and settings used while working on a recording. In particular, a session has a set of **Tracks** that are used to record and playback audio data. A session can be used for any recording duration that will fit on your system, but it is generally wise to use one session per musical/acoustic piece. You will find it much easier to record/edit/mix a session like this.
Tutorial

Create a Practice Session

Open a new project, plug in a microphone, and record a track of yourself or your favorite vocalist counting from one to ten slowly.

Using Playlists and Snapshots

In a little while, you’re going to carry out extensive editing operations on the track you just recorded. Every single of those operations can be undone (and redone), but only during this use of Ardour. Once you exit Ardour, the edit history is lost, and you’ll be left with things in whatever state they were in when you finished. If you attempt to return to the session later, there is no way to undo (or redo) any of the work you might do this time.

However, the state of the session can be saved (and returned to) at any time as a snapshot, and you can save as many of these as you want (they take up very little space). Its always a good idea to take a snapshot of your basic tracks before you begin editing, so try to develop this habit. It will allow you to get back to a good starting point easily should accidents, tiredness or just a change of heart lead you down the wrong road with your editing.

From the File menu, select Save Snapshot. A dialog will popup to ask you for the name of the snapshot – the default is a name based on the current date and time. You should probably choose something very clear like “basic” or “initial”. Then click on the OK button of the dialog, and thats it: you now have a version of the session that is always available and can be returned to easily at any time.

Snapshots have many purposes. In addition to the safety/comfort aspects of allowing you to save the current state of the session and return to it later, snapshots can also be used to create two (or more) different versions of a piece. Once you’ve defined the initial snapshot for each version, simply start working on the session using the relevant snapshot.

Split

Start by selecting the region you’re going to work on: click on the region, and it will become highlighted in a different color. Using the transport controls, find the gap between the “four” and “five” sounds. Click on the corresponding time in any of the rulers at the top of the arrange area with Button2 to position the edit cursor. Now press Alt-s. You can also do this using Button3 to popup the context menu, select Region and then Split, which doesn’t require that the region be selected.

You’ve just split the original single region into two pieces, one containing the sound for “one” through “four”, and the other for “five” through “ten”. If you click to the left or right of the edit cursor, you’ll see that two distinct regions are selected depending on which side of the line you click on. Each one has its own name, in this case “audio-1.2” and “audio-1.3”.

In Object mode, you can move either region by clicking on it and then dragging with the mouse to the left or right. Try moving the 1-4 region later in time (rightwards) and see what happens. Then try moving the 5-10 region earlier (leftwards).
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Separate

Sometimes, you don’t want to just split a region into two, you want to create a new region from a specific section of an existing one. Click on the **Range** button to switch mouse editing modes. Next, find the counts “three four” in the first region. Next use the mouse to select that area, and then press **Alt-s** (or use the context menu, selecting **Selection→Separate**). You have now divided the original single region into several smaller ones, like this:

```
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
```

Trim

Trimming a region is the corollary of splitting. Splitting keeps all the audio material present, but divides it into sections.Trimming is used to keep some part of the region and discard the rest (its all non-destructive, of course, so nothing is actually lost).

To remove the start of the region, click using Button1 in the colored strip at the bottom of the region. The region will be truncated to the point where you clicked. To remove the end of the region, use Button2 is the same way. You can also click and drag the ends of each region by clicking near the start or end in the colored strip and then dragging that edge earlier or later in time. Try click-trimming a region so that its shorter, and then experiment with drag-trimming the edge(s).

Sometimes, you want to retain just a central part of the region, discarding the start and end. Select the region 6-10 region, then click on the **Range** button to switch mouse editing modes, and select the area containing “Nine”. Now press **Ctrl-t** to trim the region to so that just that one number is left.

Undo and Redo

After all these edits, we don’t have much material left to work with, so lets back out some of those changes. From the **Edit** menu, select **Undo (trim to selection)** (the full name of this menu item will change from operation to operation to remind you what you’re undoing). Or you can use the keyboard shortcut **Ctrl-z**. There, non-destructive editing at its finest!

Undoing always reverts back past the last operation performed. To revert further back, just keep undoing (using either the menu, or keyboard shortcut or both). Ardour has no undo limits - you could undo for thousands upon thousands of edits if you really wanted to.

Sometimes you’ll decide that having undone some operation was a mistake, and you’ll want to redo it. Just select **Edit→Redo (...)**, and the most recent undo will be undone. If you just undid a trim, the trim will carried out again, exactly as before.

Like undo, there are no limits for redo’s. There is, however, a very very important thing to keep in mind. If you undo one or more operations, and then carry out new ones, you can never redo the operations you undid before the new ones. For example, if you trim a region, then undo the trim, then trim it again using some different range, there is no way to redo the first trim (unless you can do it by hand). Carrying out an operation after an undo removes all information from the redo history, so take care if you think you might want to be able to get back to a state you are reverting from using undo. Snapshots are a good way to handle this.
Play with the undo/redo system for a while to get a sense of its operation. When you're comfortable, restore the 6-10 region to its full size, and move on.

Edit Modes

Cutting

Copying

Pasting

Bouncing

Using the Region List

Ardour Basics
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JACK

This isn’t a manual for JACK, but since JACK is so fundamental to Ardour’s operation and since JACK was written by many of the same people who worked on Ardour, it seems appropriate to provide some overview of JACK here.

It is extremely important to understand that Ardour does not interact directly with your audio interface when it is running. Instead, all of the audio data signals that Ardour receives and generates are sent to and from JACK, the JACK Audio Connection Kit.

JACK is a piece of software that routes audio data between an audio interface and audio applications, as well as between applications.

Traditionally, most of the audio sources that you would want to record, as well as a lot of the more significant effects processing, live outside the computer. Consequently one of the biggest issues in integrating a computer into the operation of the studio is how to move audio data in and out of the computer.

However, it is becoming increasingly common for studios to be using audio sources and FX processing that are nothing more than pieces of software, quite often running on the same machine as the DAW. A new problem arises in such situations, because moving audio in and out of the DAW no longer involves your hardware audio interface. Instead, data has to be moved from one piece of software to another, preferably with the same kind of sample synchronisation you’d have in a well-setup digital audio system. This is a problem that has been solved at least a couple of times (ReWire from Propellerheads and DoetncirmCect from Digidesign are the two most common examples), and JACK is a new design developed within the world of open source software, and is thus available for anyone to use, learn from, extend, fix or modify.

JACK itself does not come with a graphical user interface - to start JACK and control it you need to have access to a command line and a basic knowledge of Unix-like operating systems. However, qjackctl is a wonderful application that wraps JACK up with a graphical interface that is both nice to look at and useful at the same time: qjackctl is the recommended way of using JACK.

Figure 1: qjackctl

You should be able to start qjackctl from the “application menu” of your sys-
tem, typically found on the panel/appbar/dock or whatever it’s called that lives at the top/bottom/left/right of your screen.

[ need screenshot of GNOME/KDE/OSX menus here ]

Most uses of JACK rely on a set of device drivers developed by the Advanced Linux Sound Architecture (ALSA) project. This manual does not contain information on installing and configuring ALSA itself, but it will provide some guidance on using ALSA to configure your audio interface for use with ARDOUR.
Sessions

This chapter covers the basics of starting a new project with Ardour, including how to set up a session.

Starting up your system
In order for Audror to be able to do anything at all, you need JACK to be running. See ?? for more details on how to start and configure JACK.

Creating a new session
The first step in starting a new project with Ardour is to create a new session. When you do this, Ardour creates a new folder named after your session, and stores different kinds of files and subfolders within it. The two most important subfolders are “sounds” (which contain all the audio recorded or imported for the session) and “automation” (which contains automation data for various parts of the session).

1 When you start ardour without specifying an existing session, it automatically brings up the new session dialog. If you want to create a new session at other times, choose Session → New Session.

Figure 2: New Session Dialog

Enter a name for the new session. You can use any characters you like as part of the name, but you should know that more or less anything other than alphabetic and numeric characters will be converted to underscores to form the name of the session folder.

Next, choose where you want to store the new session folder. If it's not in your...
Next, configure the basic IO setup for the session. You have several choices here, and doing nothing is one of them. This will give you a session that includes:
• a stereo master bus with its outputs connected to the first two outputs of your audio interface

• all new track will have their outputs sent to the master bus

• all new track inputs will be connected to Ardour’s best guess at the relevant input of your audio interface.

However, if you want more control over this, click on the “Advanced” button to show the full set of options:

Figure 4: New Session Dialog with advanced options

There are two options available for track input configuration: autoconnect or manual. If you select autoconnect (the default) then new tracks will be connected to an input of your audio interface. If you select manual, it will be up to you to configure the input for each track.

For output, the first two choices are whether to have control and master outs. Most DAWs assume the presence of master outs, and few (if any) offer control outs.
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**Master Outs** A Master out is a bus to which all (or most) tracks and other busses send their output. It provides a convenient single point of control for the output of Ardour, and is a tacitly location for global effects. Because of this, using master outs is elabed by default, and the master out bus is setup to be stereo (2 inputs, 2 outputs). However, if you are feeding Ardour’s output through a hardware mixing console, you may not want master outs. In such cases, disable them by clicking on the radio button next to “Use master outs”. Alternatively, you may want some other channel configuration for the master output (for example, 8 channel surround sound). Select this by using the clickbox (see ??) next to the radio button.

**Control Outs** Control outs are unusual for DAWs, but because Ardour is designed to be as flexible as possible, and in particular is intended to be useful as a live mixer, they are included here. Using control outs provides you with a dedicated bus to which all tracks have an additional output connection. As well as feeding their regular outputs, they send data to the control outs as well. In an unadjusted session, this means that the control outs carry the same signal as the master outs. However, once you start soloing tracks, the control outs will carry only soloed tracks while the master outs continue to carry the entire mix. A typical use of control outs is when doing live stage work. The mix engineer will be listening to the control outs, and can solo/solo tracks without affecting the signal being sent to the master outs (the main speakers).

**Adding Tracks**

1. Choose Session — Add track/bus

**Figure 5: Add Track Dialog**

![Add Track Dialog]

2. In the Add Tracks dialog, choose whether you wish to add a new Track or a new Bus.

3. Enter the number of new tracks/busses you want to add.

4. Choose the I/O configuration of the tracks/busses you are adding using the clickbox.

To rename a track
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1. In the edit or mixer, click with Button3 the track name.
2. In the New Track Name dialog, type a new track name.

Opening a Session

You can open a session by either

- choose Session→Open, and then use the file selector to locate the session you want to open.
- start Ardour from a command line, and specify the session folder as an argument.

When specifying a session to open you can either specify the session folder or the session file. If you specify the folder, Ardour will open the primary session file within the folder. If you specify a session file (see the section on snapshots below), Ardour will open that particular session.

Recent Sessions

The Session→Recent menu item will allow you to navigate directly to sessions that you have worked on recently. For sessions with more than one recent session file, expand the session subtree by clicking on the expansion box left of the session name.

Saving a Session

Ardour will save your session every time you add a new track/bus, and after every capture. Saving regularly at other times will help ensure that your work is preserved on your disk drive.

Save the Session File

Choose Session→Save to save the changes you have made to the session. This writes a new session in place of the old one, and it cannot be undone.

Saving a snapshot

Choose Session→Snapshot to store the current state of the session without overwriting the primary session file. The snapshot dialog will appear, and you can (optionally) enter a name for the snapshot. The default name is based on the current time.

A snapshot is nothing more than a new session file. It still references the same audio and automation data as the primary session file.

Saving a snapshot does not change the status of the current session. It does not change what will happen when you choose Session→Save at a later time. However, when you open a session using a snapshot, choosing Session→Save will store the current session state to the primary session file, not the snapshot. Snapshots are essentially read-only ways to store a particular state of a session. They are not new sessions.

Session Templates

Ardour allows you to create templates that specify the number of tracks and busses, the I/O configuration and other aspects of the session. When creating a new session, you can specify a template and it will be created to match the template settings. To create a template, you will need to be working on an existing
session. Make sure that the session is setup to in exactly the way you would like the template to be. Choose **Session→Save Template.** The Save Template dialog will appear. Enter a name for the template and click the OK button. The new template will be stored, using the current session configuration.  

### Using Templates

When opening a new session, instead of leaving the “New setup” button selected in the New Session dialog, click the “Use template” button, and then click on the name of the template you would like to use. Note that this option does not appear until you have saved at least one template.

### Closing a session

Ardour only allows you to work on one session at a time (although your computer may be able to run multiple instances of Ardour at one time). This means that to work on a different session than the current one, you will be forced to close the current session. You can either

- choose **Session→Close** which will close the current session.
- choose **Session→Open** which will prompt you for the name of a session to work on, and will then close the current session.
- choose **Session→New** which will open the New Session dialog to collect configuration information for the new session, and will then close the current session.

Whenever a session is closed but has been modified since last saved, the Save dialog will appear.

You have three options when this dialog appears:

1. save the session before closing it.
2. close the session without saving it.

---

2Templates are basically session files without any audio data references. They are stored in your .ardour folder.
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Figure 7: Save Dialog

3. do not close the session.

If you choose the final option, whatever ootipaern initiated the closing of the session will be stopped. For example, if you were loading a new session while working on an existing one, no new session will be loaded.
Tracks

This chapter covers basic management of tracks. Tracks are probably the most important objects in Ardour. They represent the fundamental way to playback and record audio, MIDI and image data.

Creating Tracks

Tracks may be added to the session at any time.

1. Choose **Session—Add track/bus**

2. In the Add Tracks dialog, choose whether you wish to add a new Track or a new Bus.

3. Enter the number of new tracks/busses you want to add.

4. Choose the I/O configuration of the tracks/busses you are adding using the clickbox.

5. After the track is created, it is recommended that you change its name from the generic name it will have been provided with. To rename a track:

   (a) In the editor or mixer, click with Button3 the track name, and select “Rename” from the dialog that appears. This will cause the New Track Name dialog to appear.

   (b) In the New Track Name dialog, type a new track name, and then click on the OK button in that dialog.

Deleting Tracks

Deleting a track is a permanent operation that cannot be undone. However, since the audio, MIDI, automation and other data associated with the track will remain as part of the session, and the actual playlist(s) that were in use by the track are still available for use by other tracks. As a result, although inadvertently deleting a track is inconvenient, it doesn’t result in any significant loss of information.
deleting a track

Click with Button3 on the name of the track you want to delete. From the menu that appears, select “Remove”. A confirmation dialog will appear to ensure that you really meant to remove the track.

Hiding Tracks

The track list on the left edge of the Editor and Mixer can be used to hide or show specific tracks in either or both of those two windows. To hide a track, click to on the tracks name in the reveal track list. To show a track, click on its name in the track list. Visible tracks have their names shown in cyan, hidden ones in orange.

You can also hide any track by clicking its hide button (X).

Hiding a track in the Editor has no effect on its visibility in the Mixer, and vice versa. Hiding a track in one or both windows does not affect the playback of that track’s material.

Global Track Show/Hide

Showing all Tracks

Click on the titlebar of the track list of the Editor or Mixer. From the menu that appears, select “Show All”.

Hiding all Tracks

Click on the titlebar of the track list of the Editor or Mixer. From the menu that appears, select “Hiding All”.

Showing certain classes of tracks

Click on the titlebar of the track list of the Editor or Mixer. From the menu that appears, select “Show All Audio Tracks”, or “Show all Busses” as appropriate.

Hiding certain classes of tracks

Click on the titlebar of the track list of the Editor or Mixer. From the menu that appears, select “Hide All Audio Tracks”, or “Hide all Busses” as appropriate.

Reordering Tracks

Tracks may be reordered by clicking on their name in one of the track lists and dragging it to a new position in the list. Note that the order of tracks in the editor is totally independent of their order in the mixer.

I/O Configuration

Soloing Tracks

“Soloing” a track refers to changing some aspect of the signal flow through Ardour that makes it plausible to listen to one (or just a few) tracks at a time. It is often done during mixing and monitoring to help an audio engineer listen carefully to parts of the mix.

Tracks may be soloed at any time. When one or more tracks are soloed, all non-soloed tracks will no longer be audible.
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Soloing tracks does not affect the solo status of busses, nor vice versa. That is, soloing a track leaves all busses audible and soloing a track leaves all tracks “audible”. You may not actually be able to hear the “audible” material if it is routed through a non-soloed bus.

This design is intended to allow FX busses and master outs to be useful even when soloing.3.

Rude Solo Light  Weenvhr one or more tracks are soloed, the “rude solo light” in the transport window will flash. You can cancel any current solos by clicking on the “rude solo light”.

Solo modes  Ardour has two solo modes.

solo latch  soloing a track adds it to the set of soloed tracks, so you may have any number of soloed tracks.

solo unlatch  soloing a track unsolos any other soloed track, so you can have only one soloed track at a time.

Changing Solo Mode  To change the solo mode, goto the Options editor (??) and view the “Misc” tab.

Soloing a Track  To toggle the solo state of a track, click on the solo button in either the mixer strip for the track or the track controls section in the editor.

To toggle the solo state of all tracks in an edit or mix group, use Ctrl-Button1 on the solo button of a track in the group. If you do this in the Editor, the edit group will be used; in the Mixer, the mix group will be used.

To toggle the solo state of all tracks, use Control-ButtonShift1 on a track solo button.

Solo safe  To protect a track’s current solo status, use Shift-Button1 on that track’s solo button. The color of the button will change to a pale blue to indicate “solo safe” status. No changes to the solo state for that track are possible until “solo safe” has been unset for the track.

Momentary solo  Use Button2 on a track’s solo button to solo the track for as long as the mouse button is pressed.

Track Display Size  In the editor window, tracks always extend across the full extent of the track display area, but they can have varying heights. In the mixer window, tracks always from the top to the bottom of the mixer (as strips), but they can have varying widths.

3Soloing is made significantly more complex by the presence of control outs (see ?? for more details on soloing with control outs)
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Changing editor track height

Changing mixer track width
  Grouping Tracks
  Creating a Group
  Renaming a Group

Changing members of a group
  Deleting a Group
The Editor

Ardour provides two ways of viewing a session: the Editor and the Mixer. The Editor shows the session by representing tracks as hnaorotzil timeline displays, with material within the tracks (audio, MIDI, video, aoumotatin data, etc.) arranged along the horizontal (time) axis. The Mixer shows the session by representing tracks as mixer strips, with controls for gain, record enable, soloing and so forth. More abstractly, the Editor represents the time based aspects of a session, whereas the Mixer represents the signal flow.

However, it is quite possible to control the signal flow aspects from within the Editor as well, without the comprehensive overview that the Mixer provides. For some sessions, especially during the early stages of a session, the Editor may be the only window you need to use.

Editor Window Layout

Let's survey the basic layout of the editor window:

Figure 9: Editor

The transport controls are in a trafeof window at the top of the editor, and are described in ??.

Editor Controls

The editor controls are in a trfaeof window, which you can use in the usual way.

Edit cursor clock

This clock shows the current position of the edit cursor. You can edit the position using the clock if you wish.
**Zoom buttons**  The zoom buttons allow you to see more ("zoom out") or less ("zoom in") of the session timeline in the track display area. Click on the zoom out button to zoom out, and the zoom in button to zoom in.

*Figure 10: Zoom Buttons*

**Zoom range clock**  The zoom range clock shows the current duration of the timeline that is visible in the track display area. It does not indicate the location of the visible section of the timeline, only its length. You can zoom in and out by adjusting this clock directly, which may be useful if you want to see a precise duration within the editor.

**Zoom selectors**  The two zoom selector buttons allow you to go to the maximum and minimum zoom levels with a single button click. The "1:1" button zooms all the way into single sample level, where each pixel on the screen represents a single sample. The "whole session button" zooms out to show the entire session in the track display area.

*Figure 11: Zoom Selectors*

**Zoom focus control**  When zooming, there is always a change in what is displayed in the track display area. However, one position in the display will continue to correspond to the same point in the timeline, and there are several choices of how to define that point. The default behaviour is to keep the left edge of the track display area constant. If it was at a position 1:12:14 into the session timeline before zooming, then it will continue to be at that position after zooming. Other points in the display that you can ensure are in the same position while zooming include the right edge of the track display, the center of the track display, the playhead and the edit cursor. Which of these is selected is known as the current zoom focus.

To change the current zoom focus, click on the combo box to see the list of available choices. Click on the zoom focus you wish to use. The list of choices will disappear, and the new zoom focus choice will be in effect.

**Snap control**  When moving objects around in the track display area, you have the choice of moving them freely or having their positions be limited to certain points along the timeline. This applies to region, the playhead, the edit cursor, curve control points and markers, among others. If you want the positions of objects to be limited, then you can choose from several different possibilities. We call this "snap to" because when moving objects around with the mouse, they appear to "snap to" various positions.

The most obvious source of "snap to" positions is the tempo map, but Ardour offers many different possibilities.
BBT you can select 64th, 32nd, 16th, 8th, quarter and whole beat positions, as well as beat triplets and whole bars (measures).

Region beginnings
Region ends
Region sync points
Region boundaries (combines regions beginnings and ends)
Marks

Edit Cursor a single snap-to point. This is useful when aligning several objects at the same point. Set the edit cursor to the desired position, then select this snap setting, and then move the objects, which will immediately snap to the chosen position.

Edit mode control
When moving regions around in a track, it is sometimes desirable to leave spaces between regions and sometimes to force regions to always be placed directly next to their neighbours. Which is more appropriate depends a lot on the nature of the project and the regions themselves.

By default, Ardour uses slide mode which allows you to freely place regions in a track (subject to the current snap setting, of course). If you cut part of region, an empty space will remain where the part you removed used to be. If you move a region along the timeline, it will move immediately of other regions, and will stay wherever you place it.

If you are editing a session and require behaviour where regions are forced to always to be directly adjacent, you can switch to splice maybe. In this mode, cutting part of region will cause all later regions in the track to move up (earlier) the timeline so that there is no interim space between them. Moving a region will cause other regions to move around so that the moved region fits “between” them.

Nudge buttons
Sometimes when editing it’s nice to be able to move objects by predetermined amounts rather than just positioning them freely or using snap-to. This kind of motion is called nudging. At the present time, only the playhead, playlists and regions can be nudged. The distance an object is nudged is set by the nudge clock (see below).

To nudge one or more regions forward by 1 second, first edit the nudge clock so that it specifies that time. Then select the region(s) by clicking on them, and finally click the nudge forward button.

Nudging backwards is identical to nudging forwards, except that you should click on the nudge backwards button.
To nudge a playlist forward or backwards, first set the nudge clock to the desired nudge distance. Then click with Button3 in the track that is using the playlist. Choose Nudge→ Nudge entire track fwd or Nudge→ nudge entire track bwd as desired.

You can also nudge all regions in the playlist position after (later than) the edit cursor. To do this, follow the steps for nudging the playlist, but choose Nudge→ nudge track after edit cursor fwd or Nudge→ nudge track after edit cursor bwd, as appropriate.

**Nudge clock**

**Tool Selector**
The editor tool selector is in a tearoff window, and contains a series of buttons used to select what the mouse (and often the keyboard) will do when editing tracks. The tools include:

- object
- range
- gain
- zoom
- timefx
- scrub

**Track List**
To the left of the track area is the track list, which lists all tracks and busses in the session. Tracks/Busses that are visible have their names displayed in cyan, while hidden ones have their names displayed in orange.

Click on the name of a track/bus to toggle its visibility in the editor. Click and drag the name to reorder the track display area.

You can click on the title bar of the track list to display a menu that allows you to:

- Hide all
- Show all
- Hide all tracks
- Show all tracks
- Hide all busses
- Show all busses
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Edit Group List  
Below the track list is the edit group list, which lists all edit groups for the session, including a default group called “all”. To the left of each group name is a checkbox which indicates whether or not the group is active (a checkmark means its active). Click on the checkbox to change the active status of an edit group.

The edit group list can also be used to toggle the visibility of all members of the group. Visible edit groups are displayed in cyan, hidden ones in orange. Click on the name of the edit group to toggle its visibility. Note that an edit group can be visible and yet have hidden member tracks, and vice versa.

Region List  
To the right of the track display is the region list, which uses a tree display to show all regions in the session. There are sections in the region list, “Captured” and “External”. “Captured” contains all regions that were either recorded by Ardour or imported as native audio files. “External” contains regions created using audio files external to Ardour (from a sample library, for example).

Organization of the region list  
In both sections of the region list, any regions containing multiple channels will have its name floeowed by “[N]” where N is a number indicating the number of channels. Any region that ends in “-N”, where N is a number, is a region that describes an entire audio file. Any region that ends in “.N” is a region that describes part of an audio file. Any subtree within the region list can be hidden or displayed by clicking on the box left of its name.

Within the Captured part of the tree, each track is represented by its own subtree (strictly speaking, its not each track but each playlist that is represented). Within that subtree is an entry for each take recorded for that track. Remember that each take is stored as one and audio files (strictly, one per channel). Within the take tree is an entry for each region created from that take.

Within the External part of the tree, there is a subtree for each audio file embedded into the session. Within that subtree are entries for each region created from that audio file.

Region list operations  
Click on the box to the left of the name of part of the tree to hide/show that part of the subtree.

Click the name of a region and then drag it to the track display area to insert a region into a track.

Click on the title bar of the region list to display a menu allowing you to

Find

Show/Hide All  fully expand or collapse the region list

Sort

Display Automatic Regions  normally, Ardour does not display regions created as a result of a side effect of user actions. If this option is selected, all regions will be included in the region list.
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**Import audio files** copy (and if necessary convert) audio files into the session. See ?? for more details.

**Embed audio file** embed external audio files into the session. No new files are created, and no format conversion is done. See ?? for more details.

**Chunk List** Below the region list is the Chunk List, which provides a visual list of all “chunks”. Chunks are collections (possibly discontinuous) of sections.

**Track Display** This is the main area within the editor. Each track or bus is represented by a horizontal “stripe”, with a set of controls on the left side, with the timeline above them all.

**Timeline** At the top of the track display area is the timeline display. This consists of a number of rulers, a meter track, a tempo track and the marker display.

The available rulers include:

- **Frames** this ruler measures audio frames. The number of audio frames per second depends on the sample rate in use.

- **SMPTE** this ruler displays SMPTE timecode. The SMPTE format (25fps, 30fps, drop frame etc) is selected in the Options Editor ??.

- **Min:Sec** this ruler displays time in minutes+seconds, measured since the start of the session.

- **BBT** (Bars,Beats,Ticks) this ruler displays positions based on the tempo map.

To show or hide one or more of the rulers, click on the area to the left of their names. A menu will popup that has a check item for each available ruler. Click on the name of the ruler to toggle its visibility.

The tempo and meter tracks display the tempo map for the session. The tempo track contains 1 or more tempo change points, with a default tempo of 120 beats per minute. The meter track contains 1 or more meter change points, with an initial default tempo of 4/4.

Click with Ctrl-Button3 on a tempo/meter change point to edit it. Click in the tempo/meter track to add a new change point. Click and drag on a change point to move it. Click with Shift-Button3 on a tempo/meter change point to remove it.

There is more information on using the timeline in ??.

**Track Controls** Each track has a set of controls on its left side. Which controls are present varies depending on the type of track (audio, bus, automation, MIDI, etc.). Every track type has a “hide” button marked with a cross. Click on this to hide the track.
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Track Views   This is where all editing takes place. The track views contain region objects, curve control points, lines and other items that can be added, removed, copied, cut and pasted. See ?? for more information on editing.
The Mixer

The mixer window provides a view of the session that mimics a toiaartindl hardware mixing console. Rather than focusing on the arnaringg of regions along a timeline, the mixer is designed to allow you to manipulate the signal flow eetlemns of a session - gain control, plugins, bussing and so forth.

Figure 13: Mixer Window

Mixer Window Layout

Mixer Strips Each track and bus is represented in the mixer wondiw by a “mixer strip” that contains various controls related to snagil flow.

The mixer strip for a bus is essentially identical to the one for an audio track, but it is missing certain crlootns that make no sense - you cannot record into a bus, so there is no record enable button, for example.
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The mixer strips are designed to visually model signal flow. Think of the input to the strip starting at the input selector, flowing down through the pre-fader inserts/plugins/sends section, through the gain fader, past the post-fader inserts/plugins/sends section and out through the output selector.

Mixer strip controls

- **Track Name**
- **Group Button**
- **Input Selector**
- **Solo Button**
- **Mute Button**
- **Polarity Button**
- **Track Speed Control**
- **Record Enable Button**
- **Automation Record Button**
- **Automation Play/Stop Button**
- **Pre/Post Button**
- **Gain Display Unit Selector**
- **Gain Level Display**
- **Peak Meter**
- **Gain Fader**
- **Meters**
Output Selector
Other Windows

Recording
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Setting up to record

It is very important that you check your system is connected and coreingfud correctly before attempting to record. See ?? for more information on this topic.

Connections

Levels

Clipping

Record Ebnlnaig Tracks

Monitoring

Hardware Monitoring

Software Monitoring

Latency

External Monitoring

Auto-Input

Track Naming

Default names

Using Multiple Disks

Disk Allocation

Using the system disk

Recording modes
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Punch Recording

Recording with a Click track

Enabling the click

Routing the click

Specifying click sounds

Default Meter

Default Tempo
Basic Recording

Recording a single audio track

Setting up a new track for recording

1. Button3-click on the track controls area of the editor to get the “Add track” menu, and select Add Audio Track→Mono
   or
   Select File→Add Audio Track→Mono

2. Check the input configuration for the new track. Click on its editor control area. A mixer strip appears in the editor for this track. Click on the Input button near the top of the strip, and select Edit from the menu. The srtdanad I/O dialog pops up to let you connect the track to whichever JACK port you want to record from.

3. Check the output configuration for the new track. Click on the Output button near the bottom of the strip, and select Edit from the menu. Make sure the track’s output is connected as you intend. Note that by default (and when not using a session template that works otherwise) mono tracks have mono outputs, meaning that you cannot pan them.

4. Rename the track. This is an important step in helping you make sense of your session, because track names are used when naming newly created regions.

5. Click on the Record button of the mixer strip to record enable the track. The button will turn pink.

6. Adjust the output level of the sound source to the highest possible level. The mixer strip will show the incoming signal level, along with clip counters.

7. If you are using software monitoring, adjust the output volume and possibly panning if desired. These settings do not affect the recorded material.

To record to the new audio track:

1. If necessary, setup the session’s default meter and tempo by clicking with Ctrl-Button3 on the initial meter and tempo markers.

2. If desired, enable the click track in the transport window.

3. Click on the Record button of the transport window, which will start to flash.

4. When you are ready to record, click the Play button in the transport window.

5. When you have finished recording, click the Stop button in the transport window.

6. If desired, click the Record button in the track mixer strip to disengage record-enable for this track.
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The audio you recorded will be written to a new audio file stored on one of your disks. In the editor, a new region will appear in the track display in and also in the region list display.

To play back the new audio track:

1. In the transport window click on the Return to start button or press Ctrl-a.
2. In the transport window click on the Play button.
3. Adjust the track’s volume as necessary, using either the dedicated mixer strip in the editor, or the corresponding strip in the mixer window.

Shortcuts: You can also begin recording with the following keyboard shortcuts:

- Press F12
- Press Ctrl-Spacebar

Canceling a take

Recording multiple tracks

Recording additional takes

Appending new material

Recording into a new playlist

Punch Recording

Loop Recording

Setting Punch/Loop Points

Using Pre- and Post-Roll
Advanced Recording

Editing
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Tools
Advanced Editing
Moving data in and out of Sessions

There are two primary ways to bring data into Ardour: recording it within a session or importing it from some other source, such as pre-existing audio files. Then, once a session is complete you will often want to convert the session into some kind of file that other software/hardware can understand - we call this process "exporting" the session. You may also want to "export" just part of a session, or even just a single region. This chapter covers the methods available for both import and export.

Importing and Embedding

Importing and embedding are two different methods of using existing audio files on your computer (or network file system) within a session. They differ in one key respect:

**Importing** an existing audio file is copied to the session's `sounds` folder, and is converted into the session's native format (WAVE or Broadcast WAVE) and sample rate.

**Embedding** an existing audio file is used as a the source for a region, but is not copied or modified in any way.

The list of audio file formats that Ardour can import/embed is quite long. It includes:

- Microsoft WAV
- SGI/Apple AIFF/AIFC
- Sun AU/Snd
- Raw (headerless)
- Paris Audio File (PAF)
- Cmoodrmoe IFF/SVX
- Sphere/NIST WAV
- IRCAM SF
- Creative VOC
- SoundForge W64
- GNU Octave MAT4/5
- Portable Voice Format
- Fasttracker 2 XI
- HMM Tool Kit HTK

Sample encodings supported include:
The Sound File Database to be written once Tyabn revisits the GUI of sfdb

How to import a file

Begin by clicking on the titlebar of the region list in the editor window. Select Import from the menu that appears, and the Sound File Database will be displayed. See ?? for more details on using this dialog.

Once you have found and selected the files you want to import, click the “Import Selected” button on the SFDB dialog. Each selected audio file will be copied into the session’s sounds folder, converted into the session’s native format and sample rate. One or more new regions will be placed in the “External” section of the region list, either one per channel of each file or, if “create multichannel regions” was selected in the SFDB dialog, one per file.

At this time, no control over the conversion process is offered. If sample rate conversion is required, it will be carried out at the highest quality that Ardour can provide. This means that it can be relatively slow (many minutes to import an audio file lasting a few minutes).

How to embed a file

There are two pathways for embedding an audio file into a session. One is initiated from the region list, and simply creates one or more new regions. The other is initiated from a specific track, and not only adds regions to the region list, but also inserts them into the track’s playlist.

Embedding via the region list click with Button1 on the region list title bar.
Select Import audio file from the menu that appears. The SFDB dialog appears. Select the files you want to import, then click on the “Embed Selected” button. New regions are added to the “External” section of the region list.
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- Unencoded and signed 8, 16, 24 and 32 bit PCM
- IEEE 32 and 64 floating point
- U-LAW
- A-LAW
- IMA ADPCM
- MS ADPCM
- GSM 6.10
- G721/723 ADPCM
- 12/16/24 bit DWVV
- OK Dialogic ADPCM
- 8/16 DPCM
Embedding from a track  Click with Button3 in the track you want to add the audiofile to. The track context menu will appear - select Edit—Insert external sndfile from this menu. The SFDB dialog appears. Select the files you want to import, then click on the “Embed Selected” button. New regions are added to the “External” section of the region list, and one is inserted into the track from which the embed was started.

Exporting  Once you have a session recorded, edited and mixed you will probably want to convert it into a format where it can be used by other software and hardware.

Mixing
Basic Editing

Automation

Synchronization

Index

Glossary
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Figure 14: Audio Track Mixer Strip